
Spelling Lesson 28 – Museums: Wonders of the World  

library  Sentence: He went to the library to check out a book. Definition: a place full of books; a collection 

another  Sentence: Spend a dime now and save another for later. Definition: an extra or different one  

hospital  Sentence: Doctors take care of sick people at the hospital. Definition: place for the sick or injured  

example  Sentence: A rose is an example of a flower. Definition: something used to explain or represent  

deliver  Sentence: Please deliver the package to this address. Definition: to transport or bring, to bring 

history  Sentence: I study history to learn about the past. Definition: records of past events  

however Sentence: The tie is expensive; however, it is worth it. Definition: on the other hand  

several  Sentence: A mosquito bit me several times in the night. Definition: more than two or three 

vacation  Sentence I like to camp when I go on summer vacation. : Definition: a trip for pleasure or relaxation  

important  Sentence: It is important to study to get good grades. Definition: of great significance or value 

victory  Sentence: I earned my first victory by defeating him. Definition: defeat of or triumph over someone or 
something  

imagine  Sentence: I can imagine a tropical beach in my mind. Definition: to form a mental image  

camera  Sentence: Use my camera to take a picture. Definition: device used to take photographs or record 
video  

potato  Sentence: I put butter and sour cream on a baked potato. Definition: a starchy root vegetable used for 
food  

remember  Sentence: Remember to turn off the water after washing.  Definition: to keep or to recall an idea 
to mind  

together  Sentence: We like working together rather than alone. Definition: in a group or gathering, with each 
other  

memory  Sentence: Our vacation is my best memory of summer. Definition: recollection of past knowledge or 
experience  

favorite  Sentence: That book is so good that it is my favorite. Definition: something liked more than any other  

continue  Sentence: I will continue reading when you quiet down. Definition: to go on or keep on doing 
something  

president  Sentence: George Washington became the first American president. Definition: elected ruler of a 
nation or organization 


